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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 

COURSE NUMBER: VFX 310 

 

COURSE TITLE:  Digital Matte Painting and Set Extensions 

 

I. MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

 

Objective A: Learn the basic concept of working with Photoshop to break an image into 

separate layers, paint and clone areas for object removal, and prepare images for camera 

projection in a 3D package. 

A-1.  Demonstrate the ability to create proper image size 

A-2.  Demonstrate the ability to break images up into layers  

A-3.  Demonstrate the ability to use the clone stamp and paint tools  

 

Objective B: Learn to import images into Maya and prepare it for camera projection.   

B-1.  Learn to create a camera inside of Maya for use with camera projection  

B-2.  Learn how to attach the image to the projection camera  

B-3.  Learn how to align the camera to the perspective of the image  

B-4.  Learn how to lock the projection camera into place  

 

Objective C: Learn how to build simple geometry to match objects in a final painting  

C-1.  Demonstrate ability to build simple geometry for use with the camera projection  

C-2.  Demonstrate ability to place the geometry into proper 3D space 

C-3.  Demonstrate ability to create material that will be applied to the geometry for use 

with camera projection 

 

Objective D: Learn how to add particle simulations to create natural elements for a 3D 

matte painting   

D-1.  Demonstrate ability to build a particle emitter  

D-2.  Demonstrate ability to create waterfalls with particle simulations 

D-3.  Demonstrate ability to create flocks of birds using the particle instancer 

 

Objective E:  Learn how to add a simple animated camera to bring life to a matte 

painting  

E-1.  Demonstrate ability to create an animated camera  

E-2.  Demonstrate ability to add and adjust keyframes applied to a camera 

E-3.  Demonstrate ability to create playblast to determine the timing of a camera move 

 

Objective F: Learn how to prepare an image for final output  

F-1.  Demonstrate ability to set up render settings for final image output 

F-2.  Demonstrate ability to separate image into render layers for compositing package 

F-3.  Demonstrate ability to create mattes for use of color correction inside of 

compositing package 
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Objective G: Learn how to composite and polish images for output into a final movie 

file  

G-1.  Demonstrate ability to composite render layers together 

G-2.  Demonstrate ability to color correct and adjust image using mattes 

G-3.  Demonstrate ability to output final image into a movie file 

 

II. SUPPLEMENTAL OBJECTIVES:  

Familiarity with other applications that could be used along with 3D applications.  Use of 

existing skills from other classes and application of them to a 3D environment. 

Development of an ‘eye’ for 3D, learn how to critique objects and scenes for realism. 

 

III. CLASS PARTICIPATION: 

Students are expected to attend class and participate actively and in a positive way. 

Questions and relevant observations are encouraged and enrich the experience of the 

entire class.  Computers in the classrooms are intended to be used as tools to enhance the 

students' learning experience. Instant messaging, gaming, emailing, and surfing the web 

are distractions to the student, the surrounding students, and the instructor and constitute 

inappropriate behavior. Students are ethically obliged to avoid these and similar practices 

External Storage Requirement: 

Students are required to supply their own external storage (ie. SD card, external hard 

drive, etc.)  See Course Canvas page for instructor’s directive for your course.  Memory 

cards are NOT supplied with cameras and video equipment. 

 


